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As proven through an egg-drop test in which a raw egg remains
unbroken even when dropped from a height of 18m (about 60’),
          (Alpha GEL) has amazing shock absorbing capability. From
sports to industrial applications,          is the answer to various
shock absorption needs.

         vibration insulators and bushes are ideal for light loads and
microvibration.           ’s easy adjustability in shape and firmness
makes vibration damping in wide frequency region from the low
frequency, that had previously been very difficult, to the high frequency.

protects  precision electronic components in the watches from  shock 
and vibration.

Shock, vibration  and noise can be reduced by installing                   between the luggage   
and wheel housing.

is used in laboratory  and  medical equipment such as centrifuge and  

reduces vibration of cameras mounted on drones.

oxygen condensers, for vibration damping  with long term reliability. 

Courtesy  of CASIO COMPUTER CO.,LTD.

Courtesy  of  ACE Co.,LTD.

Courtesy  of  ACE Co.,LTD.
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 in the laptop computer storage of the business bag keeps computers safe  
and secure.



installed grips on the power tools provide outstanding tactile impression and 
stable operability.

CIPG (Cured-In Place Gasket) technology,
 the state-of-the-art gasketing solution using                 

provides multiple solutions to SLR Cameras and Lenses such as dampers for 
image stabilization, TIM (Thermal Interface Material) on electronics and shock absorbers
for shutters.

layer enhances the impact absorbing characteristic  
 and durability of the bouldering mat.

 offers excellent waterproofing and dustproofing
 for smartphones and tablets.

With its natural softness and superior physical characteristics nearly
intact,          becomes a reliable, safe platform for various functions.
The optimum solution is exemplified through a proven process
including selecting fillers, fine-tuning softness to the needs of a
customer, etc.
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          (Alpha GEL) softly embraces and distributes pressure three-
dimensionally, minimizing repercussion. Its inherent softness and
flexibility allow a nice, smooth fit to the human skin and trigger a
relaxing and even soothing feel, making          more than just a
functional material.
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Since this product is very soft and easily damaged, please handle with care.

Ob ject



＊The copyright of this brochure belongs to Taica Corporation. It is prohibited to copy and to use the contents of this brochure without our prior consent.

●To the best of our knowledge, the information and statements on this brochure are believed to be true and reliable; however, the PRODUCTS described herein are sold 
WITHOUT ANY GUARANTEE OR WARRANTY INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSES since the application 
and conditions of each use vary and change, and are beyond the control of manufacturer and seller(s). The customers and users of the PRODUCTS shall assume the 
responsibility for determining the suitability of the PRODUCTS based on their tests and for whatever risks and liability associated with the use of the PRODUCTS.　NEITHER 
MANUFACTURER NOR SELLER(S) SHALL BE LIABLE EITHER IN TORT OR CONTRACT OR ANY OTHER CAUSE FOR ANY KIND OF LOSS OF PROFITS OR DAMAGE, INCIDENTAL, 
DIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF OR THE INABILITY TO USE THE PRODUCTS.

●It is highly recommended that users would not use the products shown in the brochure in medical applications, particularly for implantation use.
●The users shall be aware of the fact that silicone oil could bleed from Alpha-GEL. It is therefore that any user should be responsible for conducting reliability test in 

advance before delivering the products in the market.
●The Silione-gel contains low molecular siloxane, which could be volatile.
●The powder is applied on the surface of the GEL to reduce the tackiness temporarily and does not guarantee its effect.
●The seller or manufacturer shall not be responsible for any defects to the supplied product, unless it is proven that the supplied product has defects attributed to 

the intent or negligence of the manufacturer. If that is the case a replacement product shall be provided.
●The seller or manufacturer shall not be responsible for any recommendations, proposals and suggestions or matters not stated in this catalogue, unless 
otherwise agreed in writing and signed by duly authorized representatives of the seller or manufacturer.

●The customer shall be legally responsible for the import and export of the products of Taica Corporation. Please inform yourself about the laws and regulations of 
the relevant countries regarding import and export prior to your purchase.
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